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found at Sybaris and elsewhere in the Doric-speaking Achaian
region of south Italy. But everywhere local types are far
more numerous.1 The only places, in fact, where the Spartan
fibula predominates are in " aboriginal" Arkadia, where, of
some twenty-four fibulae found at Tegea and Lusi, thirteen
are of spiral types. So much more important were local than
tribal relations in the home-keeping Geometric age, the age
in which most of the various local styles of Greek brooch
developed out of the simple Late-Bronze Age safety-pin.)
But there came into fashion a derivative type in which
the pin was concealed by a plaque of ivory (or bone or metal),
imitating the " spectacle " shape of the old Spartan brooch
exactly as the early motor car imitated the horse-carriage.
And the distribution of this product of, on the average, a
later period, is interesting. It is common at Sparta, but not
so common as the original wire type ; and occurs sporadically
in the same parts of the mainland—but again, not so
commonly as the old wire type. But it also occurs at Ephesos,
where the wire spectacle-brooch does not occur at all, and
actually accounts for twenty out of ninety-nine classifiable
fibulse found on the site—many of them buried as foundation-
deposits under the early temple of Artemis. (Of the
remainder, fifty were of the type dominant on the Asian
mainland and twenty-nine of the type dominant in the
islands.) And on the way from Ephesos to Sparta, actually
about half of the twenty-odd fibulae found on the island
of Paros are of this type, while on Delos at least twenty-five
of this type have been found (including fragments) and only
six of any other kind.
The " Spartan brooch " in ivory evidently then enjoyed
great prestige—all the more clearly for tfte fact that no less
1 At Argos (among Dorian states) out of thirty-two finds of fibulae (some
of which included several fibulae in one group) only six were of spiral type, -
or the derivative type in ivory ; at Aigina, out of twenty of mature types,
not one ; at Rhodes, twenty-two, out of the enormous deposit dedicated at
the temple of Athene of Lindos—about 2*75 per cent; and even at Thera,
which was by way of being a Spartan colony, only three (none being of the
ivory derivative type) out of about eighteen ; island types (as at Rhodes)
predominating.

